
MATH 131, Setions 02 and 04, Fall 2005Computer Lab #2A New Derivative?DUE DATE: Friday, Ot. 7th, in lass.The goal for this lab projet is to develop a better understanding of the derivative from agraphial, numerial and analytial viewpoint. We will use Maple to draw tangent lines and estimatethe derivative. A possible new formulation of the derivative is presented and you will need to useboth Maple and hand alulations to deide whether it represents the derivative or is abstratnonsense. Hopefully, you will �nd this last question interesting and informative.It is required that you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive froma soure other than your lab partner(s) should be aknowledged in your report. For example, atextbook, web site, another student, et. should all be appropriately referened. Please turn in onereport per group, listing the names of the groups members at the top of your report. Be sure toanswer all questions arefully and neatly, writing in omplete sentenes. You should turn in youranswers on separate sheets of paper. There are four plots via Maple whih need to be turned in forthis projet.1. Reall that the derivative of a funtion at a point is the slope of the tangent line to the urveat that point. Use Maple to de�ne the funtion f(x) = xsinx and then plot it over the domain0 � x � 2. The ommands for this are listed below if you have forgotten them. Be sure totype them in exatly as below.f := x -> x^(sin(x));plot(f, 0..2);Next, use Maple to de�ne the funtion (where have you seen this expression before?)g(h) = f(1 + h)� f(1)hNOTE: You an evaluate this or any funtion by typing g(0.2); for example, to obtain thefuntion value at h = 0:2. Use these two funtions to answer the questions below.(a) By hanging the domain of your plot range, zoom in on the graph of f to estimate thevalue of f 0(1). Print out and turn in the graph you use to estimate f 0(1).(b) Using Maple, evaluate g(h) at the h-values �0:01;�0:001;�0:0001; 0:0001; 0:001; 0:01(make a table). Based on your alulations, estimatelimh!0 g(h):() Compare your answers from part (a) and part (b). What do you notie? Explain why.(d) Using your value for f 0(1) from part (b), ompute the equation of the tangent line tof(x) at the point x = 1. (You do not need Maple to do this!)(e) Draw a plot ontaining both the graph of f(x) and the tangent line from part (d) overthe interval 0:5 � x � 1:5. Reall that to plot two funtions (say f and l) on the sameset of axes, you type plot({f,l},0.5..1.5); Turn in a print out of your plot. Whathappens to your graph as you zoom in around x = 1?1



2. Repeat the above questions (parts a through e) for the funtion f(x) = xx: You should keepthe same funtion g as above, but this time it will be de�ned in terms of your new funtionf . You will need to exeute the new f and then exeute g. Otherwise Maple will think thatyou are still using the old f .3. We will now investigate an alternative formulation of the derivative suggested by a formerCalulus student. Consider the following limit expressionlimh!0 f(x + h)� f(x� h)2h (1)Although it seems reminisent of the formula for the derivative of f(x), it is not the sameexpression. Your job is to determine whether this limit formula is an alternative expressionfor the derivative or is just some useless mathematial nonsense. The �rst THREE questionsbelow are oneptual and are to be done without Maple.(a) Find the slope of the line between the points (x � h; f(x � h)) and (x + h; f(x + h)).Relate your answer to the limit expression (1) above.(b) Draw a graph of an arbitrary funtion f (you make it up) and plot the points(x � h; f(x � h)) and (x + h; f(x + h)) where h is taken to be some small positivenumber (x is arbitrary). Your lass notes on the derivative may be helpful here. Drawthe line through the two points. What happens to this line as h approahes 0?() Suppose that we de�ne f(x) = x2. Using some algebra, evaluate the above limit (1) withthis partiular funtion f . Compare your answer with f 0(x). What do you notie?(d) Using Maple and the funtion f(x) = xsinx from Problem 1, de�ne the funtiong(h) = f(1 + h)� f(1� h)2hAs in Problem 1 part (b), use Maple to evaluate g(h) at the h-values�0:01;�0:001;�0:0001; 0:0001; 0:001; 0:01 (make a table). Compare your answers tothose you found from Problem 1 part (b). Estimatelimh!0 g(h):(e) Using Maple and the funtion f(x) = xx from Problem 2, de�ne the funtiong(h) = f(1 + h)� f(1� h)2hAs in Problem 2 part (b), use Maple to evaluate g(h) at the h-values�0:01;�0:001;�0:0001; 0:0001; 0:001; 0:01 (make a table). Compare your answers tothose you found from Problem 2 part (b). Estimatelimh!0 g(h):(f) (THE PUNCHLINE.) Based on your answers for parts (a) through (e), make a onjetureas to the e�etiveness of using the limit expression (1) as a formula for the derivative ofa funtion. Is the formula useful or abstrat nonsense? Explain in detail. If you deideon useful, does it provide a better or worse method of approximating the derivative?Explain. 2


